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Title of Proposal

Deadline September 30

Community Appreciation of Mathematics through Outreach

Contact
information

Name

John Grant McLoughlin

The one person and place to
communicate with the applicant(s).

E-mail

johngm@unb.ca

Telephone (506) 453-4792
Fax

506 453-4792

Institution or department to administer grant funds
Name

Faculty of Education

Address

University of New Brunswick

Contact

Lisa Mackenzie

PO BOX 4400

E-mail

lkay@unb.ca

Fredericton, NB

Telephone

(506) 452-6017

E3B 5A3

Fax

506 453-4792

Summary

Less than 100 words

Total amount requested in this competition $ 2500

Students, teachers, and community members benefit from seeing mathematics presented in novel ways. Specifically the idea of developing an
appreciation of mathematics through unusual connections, recreational challenges, and visits from interested mathematicians.
Community spaces including public libraries and schools will be featured as sites for the outreach activities. The activities will take three
broad forms: i) community events blending exhibits of mathematical games and participatory activities; ii) visits to schools and/or community
groups to share mathematical ideas with children, teachers, and other interested community participants; and finally, iii) organized outreach
channelled to support existing community initiatives through integration of mathematics.

Applicants

Put any specific information on the relevant experience or expertise of an applicant in "Other".

Name(s)

John Grant McLoughlin

E-mail

johngm@unb.ca

Position

Professor

Employer

University of New Brunswick

Address

Faculty of Education
UNB
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PO Box 4400
Fredericton, NB
E3B 5A3
CMS
Member #

006172

Current grants AARMS (see "Other")

What you propose to do

at most 40 lines

Three forms of outreach are mentioned in the description; each is developed here. Relevant outreach experiences are mentioned to bolster both understanding of the
proposal and planning implications.
i) Community events blending exhibits of mathematical games and participatory activities
Community libraries including Fredericton Public Library and the Upper Miramichi Regional Library have played host to mathematical events that could best be
described as recreational mathematical exhibits. A diverse collection of mathematical games and challenges have been set up in open library spaces for engagement with
people of all ages. Families and individuals, children and adults alike have enjoyed the wonders of mathematics through playing and puzzling. The success of this
initiative has made it practical to approach libraries as potential hosts.
Realistically the present proposal would be to incorporate two to four such events during 2013. One local library. the Nashwaaksis Public Library, is already on board
with support. This particular library is uniquely placed in that its premises are shared by a middle school and a community recreational centre. The plan is to organize a
two day event that would overlap with the accompanying school and the public community. Various library locations in New Brunswick have indicated an interest. A
local multicultural centre has also expressed an interest in such an event having seen the level of interest twice in the downtown public library (approximately 100 people
on each Saturday afternoon).
ii) Visits to schools and/or community groups to share mathematical ideas with children, teachers, and other interested community participants
Approximately 40 visits to school classes have occurred in the past year and a half, mainly in the Fredericton area. The idea is simple. Make contact with a community
school and arrange to visit one or more classes at no cost to the school, so as to provide teachers and students with another lens for viewing mathematics. In addition to
classroom visits, there have been approximately eight full (half) day visits to a school permitting a focus on math for an entire community. For example, schools of
approximately 300 students in both Oromocto (Grades 6-8) and Burtts Corner (Grades K-8) have accommodated us to provide participation by every student in the
school. This was made possible through voluntary support and blending of resource spaces such as cafeterias and classrooms. Next month a group of elementary
pre-service teachers will be offering an afternoon of poster presentations in the corridors and classrooms of a local middle school as another example.
The proposal would allow for broader participation in rural schools that are less accessible, including locations such as Esgenoopetitj School (in a northern NB first
nation community) where the welcome mat is already out from a prior visit, and other locations. It is probable that the idea of organizing one week (or a couple of three
day excursions) of mathematical outreach around a blend of library and school visits in rural parts of the province may be most beneficial in the spring, for instance.
Working in both a Faculty of Education and a Department of Mathematics and Statistics, I am well acquainted with a broad network of teachers and educational
administrators keen to participate in such activities. The proposal is intended to gain some support for the costs of human resources and travel primarily. The material
resource costs are minimal due to the extensive collection built through the outreach initiatives preceding this, and the in-kind contributions of places like libraries, UNB,
and such that are generous in lending materials and/or covering printing costs as with the library efforts.
iii) Organized outreach channelled to support existing community initiatives through integration of mathematics
The preceding examples required initiative and organization to come from myself and others. Instead this category refers to an ability to participate in existing initiatives.
For example, the school district hosts an annual community Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Expo. It is practical to participate as one of the
showcases. This past May a recreational math exhibit was integrated into the provincial teachers conference for middle school teachers. The ability to support some
minimal staffing costs makes it feasible to set up and engage in such activities.
Additional Comments
It should be noted that as a co-organizer of the forthcoming Education Session at the CMS meeting in Halifax (June 2013), there is an intention to bring some of these
ideas and practices into play with respect to that meeting. Ideally something can be organized in conjunction with the Halifax community.
While it is highly probable that the outreach will largely take place in New Brunswick, it is anticipated that it may be practical on occasion to integrate outreach in
another region at minimal cost. That is, there is no plan here to fund travel for that purpose, but rather if happenstance should make it plausible to do some of these things
while already at an event or location, it may be that minimal funds would be directed to support such outreach. Such benefits would be secondary.
The educational community of teachers, parents, and students is not used to being reached out to by mathematicians, with the exception of select examples at the
academically elite level. The intent underlying the project is to invite people to participate in mathematics, whether it be a discipline they enjoy or not. Adults and
children find beautiful mathematics to be that when offered in a nonthreatening space; those who teach math bring this forth into their own understanding and teaching.
The gratitude tends to be enhanced even further when extended to communities in rural settings that are less likely to have experienced direct visits nor attention from
universities, let alone opportunities to play with math at the same time.
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Budget

Use Tab key to navigate

Description

Revenue

AARMS Grant Allocation (see other)

1000

In kind contributions (e.g. UNB, Math Circles & libraries)

500

CMS Endowment Grant requested 2500
Total Revenue $ 4000
Expenses

Outreach Staff Person (approx. 60 hrs. x $25/hr)

1500

Accommodation& meals (5 nights x $150)

750

Travel costs (vehicle rental, fuel, meals for volunteers, etc.)

1250

Resources & incidental costs

250

Advertising, posters, etc (mainly offset by in kind contributions)

250

Total Expenses $ 4000

Other

Funding, partners, revenue potential, information on applicants such as publications or awards, at most 20 lines.
AARMS has renewed funding to the amount of $3000 to build upon the extensive outreach initiatives with respect to math in New Brunswick. This funding was
awarded in the spring and will likely last until spring 2013, thus, the amount of $1000 is being used as guiding amount above as to what would be available.
The real costs of building the outreach work at this point have changed, in that there are minimal costs likely to be encountered for any resources. There is a rich
collection now of mathematical exhibit materials, as well as necessary "start-up infrastructure like trolleys, storage cases, and such", along with generous in-kind
contributions from hosts to cover advertising (public library events), copying costs, or space issues (whether storage at UNB or sites for displays being provided
voluntarily).
The human resource issue is an interesting one. Basically as a faculty member I see this as a principal form of community service in my field of mathematics education.
Almost any time there is an event, I can put out a call and get voluntary support from current students (pre-service teachers for the most part) and teachers (whether at a
local site or those looking for some work). However, there is a need for some firm support and this is why I have included a staffing cost. My idea is that I would hire
one of the teachers who has actively participated as a volunteer. (Note several teachers are looking for work and therefore, while supply teaching have been willing
volunteers.) The person would be provided the equivalent of approximately $25/hour for up to 60 hours. Hence, this person can be paid in several blocks of 5 to 10
hours, say, so as to coordinate or co-facilitate events over the year. An expectation can then be made in advance that the individual would be available on a given
pre-specified date for the outreach work, rather than being available that day for supply teaching.
All other costs to be supported through the grant would go toward travel and/or accommodation. Travel with a focus on rural schools will require considerably more
funds than in town travel. Planning will be put in place to organize this as cost effectively as possible. Standard practice is to provide meals for volunteers and ensure
that their travel costs are covered. Carpooling and often in-kind contributions from hosts (e.g. free lunches) make this minimal in many instances. It is probable that there
will be some short term trips requiring one or two nights overnight accommodation. Vehicle rental would be arranged as needed. Basically the funding requested here
would allow for three things: i) the furthering of a burgeoning initiative that has been well received by all participants; ii) a strengthening of ties between the CMS and
community groups in the Maritimes, particularly rural NB; and iii) a stability through providing some core funding to sustain some human resource support making it
feasible to continue with the work in progress.
It is anticipated that requests will be made to other funding partners or organizations, including UNB itself. In essence, some of my own professional development funds
support the work when it comes to attending a conference as with the CMS meeting in Halifax, for example. With respect to the Halifax idea, it is probable that Math
Circles would cover costs associated with local activities. The mandate of Dalhousie's Math Circles is strictly NS-based and therefore, we can not request funds for
activities here in New Brunswick. However, in NS, I have done some math outreach in schools with local costs covered by Math Circles rather than the AARMS funding.
With respect to publication and awards, there has been public discussion of the outreach including: Education Notes (CMS NOTES); a piece in the Fredericton paper; the
AARMS Newsletter; and CBC NB newscasts. It is anticipated that further publications will be forthcoming as the work continues. Personally I have been honoured at
UNB with the Allan P. Stuart Award for Teaching Excellence (2008) and subsequently the distinction of being named as a University Teaching Scholar (2011).

Project start date  

Finish date  
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Early 2013
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